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Variational nonequilibrium thermodynamics of reaction-diffusion systems.
II. Path integrals, large fluctuations, and rate constants
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We consider reaction-diffusion systems that can be out of equilibrium. In the preceding article a
path integral formation of the Hamilton–Jacobi approximation of the Master equation of such
systems. Using this path integral formulation, it is possible to calculate rate constants for the
transition from one well to another well of the information potential and to give estimates of mean
exit times. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51040-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This work is the continuation of Paper I,1 henceforth
referred to as Part I. Our aim is to provide a new approac
nonequilibrium thermodynamics for reaction-diffusion sy
tems at fixed temperature. This approach was sketched
particular systems in previously published short article2

Our motivation has been explained in Part I, as well as
relation of our work to other authors’.

The general idea of nonequilibrium thermodynamics
to define various state functions generalizing the equilibri
state functions.3–5 We shall use a state function, called th
information potential,F, which is the negative of the loga
rithm of the stationary probability distribution~per unit
volume!.1,5–11 This function F satisfies a Hamilton–Jacob
equation which is derived from the Master equation.1,5,6 This
equation is nonstandard for two reasons. First, the Ha
tonian is not quadratic in momenta~as would be the Hamil-
tonian for the Fokker–Planck equation!. Second, the solution
F we are looking for is a regular function, so that the tra
tional method to solve the Hamilton–Jacobi equation fa
because this method would give singular actions. In Pa
we proved that, nevertheless, one can findF by a limiting
procedure and that the Hamilton–Jacobi equation ha
unique regular solution. Moreover, it satisfies the proper
that one expects, for example, its minima are the attrac
points of the deterministic vector field of the macrosco
chemical theory. This information potential makes sense
broader contexts, in general, nonequilibrium statisti
mechanics8,9 and in information theory,10 even when no free
energy is available. It has also been used to estimate
reversible work obtained in the macroscopic relaxation
wards the macroscopic stationary state.11

This article is divided in three parts. In Sec. II, we sho
that in the large volume limit, the evolution is given by

a!Electronic mail: gaveau@ccr.jussieu.fr
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standard path integral, whose weight is the exponentia
minus the Lagrangian action corresponding to t
Hamiltonian.12 In Sec. III we return to the one chemical sp
cies case, already considered in Refs. 5–7. We can calcu
all relevant quantities explicitly and show that there is
exponential discrepancy between the first eigenvalues of
Master equation and of the Fokker–Planck equation, as w
as for the stationary state predicted by these two theorie13

As was proved in Refs. 2 and 14, the result given by
Hamilton–Jacobi theory for the Master equation is bett
We note that the Hamilton–Jacobi theory can be integra
explicitly for some multidimensional situations, although t
corresponding Hamilton–Jacobi equation for the Fokke
Planck equation is not completely integrable.14 In Sec. IV,
we study the large volume limit of the first eigenvalue a
the exit times, as well as the corresponding left eigenvec
of the Master equation in various situations. A similar stu
has been done by other authors for the Fokker–Pla
dynamics.15,16

II. PATH INTEGRALS FOR THE MASTER AND
FOKKER–PLANCK EQUATIONS

A. Notations

We recall briefly the notations introduced in Part I a
refer to this work for motivations. A system withs species
i 51,...,s is given. We callni the number of particles o
speciesi, V the volume, andP($xi%,t) the probability that
the state is$xi% at time t. The system evolves by transition
$ni%→$ni1r i% with probability Wr(n) per unit time. The
Master equation is

]P~n,t !

]t
5~LP!~$n%,t !

[(
r

@Wr~$ni2r i%!P~$ni2r i%,t !

2Wr~$ni%!P~$ni%,t !#. ~2.1!
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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One can go to a large volume limit writing

xi5
ni

V
, dxi5

1

V
, P~$xi%!5p~x!)

i
dxi ,

Wr~n!5Vwr~x!,

and obtain the usual Fokker–Planck equation neglecting
terms of order higher than the one in 1/V:

]p~x,t !

]t
52(

i

]

]xi
~Aip!1

1

2V (
i , j

]2

]xi]xj
~Di j p!,

~2.2!
Ai~x!5(

r
r iwr~x!, Di j ~x!5(

i , j
r i r jwr~x!.

The Hamiltonian associated to the Fokker–Planck eq
tion is

HFP~x,j!52(
i

Aij i1
1

2V (
i , j

Di j j ij j . ~2.3!

The corresponding Lagrangian is

L~x,ẋ!5 1
2~ ẋ2A!D21~ ẋ2A!, ~2.4!

with

j5D21~ ẋ2A!5
]L

] ẋ
.

B. The stochastic process of the Fokker–Planck
equation

It is well known that there exists a stochastic proce
x(t)5$xi(t)% associated to the Fokker–Planck equation@Eq.
~2.2!#. The weight of a trajectory is, up to a normalizatio
factor:

expS 2VE
0

t

L@x~s!,ẋ~s!#dsD , ~2.5!

whereL is the associated Lagrangian of Eq.~2.4!. In a small
time intervalDt, the statex moves byDx distributed accord-
ing to the Gaussian law~depending onx!:

S V

2p D d/2

~detD !21/2

3expF 2
V

2

tS Dx

Dt
2A~x! DD21~x!S Dx

Dt
2A~x! DG . ~2.6!

Consider now a dual variablesj of Dx and compute the
Laplace transformL(x,j,Dt) of the Gaussian distribution
Eq. ~2.6! with respect toDx. This is obviously a Gaussia
integral inDx, namely,

L5E d~Dx!S V

2p D d/2

~detD !21/2

3expF 2
V

2

tS Dx

Dt
2A~x! DD21~x!S Dx

Dt
2A~x! DG

3exp~Dx.j!.
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The critical point which maximizes the exponent isDx
5(1/VDj1A)Dt and the critical value of the exponent b
comesHFP(x,j)Dt so that

HFP~x,j!5
1

Dt
logL~x,j,Dt !. ~2.7!

C. Path integral for the Master equation

For the Master equation@Eq. ~2.1!# the stochastic pro-
cess is a birth and death process, for which we cannot a
the method of Sec. II B. Nevertheless, we shall see that
method is valid in the large volume limit. First, we sha
describe the birth and death process of the Master equa
At time t, the stochastic number of particles of speciesi is
Ni(t). The evolution of this number is defined as follow
During a time intervaldt, the number of transitions of type
r 5$r i%, $Ni(t)%→$Ni(t)1r i%, is a Poisson variable
v@r ,dtuN(t)# with rate Wr(N)dt ~see Appendix A for the
details!. The evolution equation is given by the stochas
integral equation:

Ni~ t !5Ni~ t0!1E
t0

t

(
r

r iv@r ,dsuN~s!#. ~2.8!

Let us consider a time intervalDt and the Laplace trans
form L(j,N,Dt) of the incrementsNi(t1Dt)2Ni(t), with
N5$Ni(t)%, namely,

L~j,N,Dt !5K expF(
j

j j(
r

r jv~r ,DtuN!G L . ~2.9!

It is proved in Appendix A that

L~j,N,Dt !5expFVDtHMS N

V
,j D G , ~2.10!

whereHM(x,j) is the Hamiltonian associated to the Mast
equation:

HM~x,j!5(
r

wr~x!FexpS (
i 51

s

r ij i D 21G . ~2.11!

We are now ready to invert Eq.~2.10! to obtain the
probabilityq(x1Dx,Dtux) of a transitionx→x1Dx in time
Dt, in the large volume limit, where as usualxi5(Ni /V).
The Fourier transform of this probability is

E exp~2 i j.Dx!q~x1Dx,Dtux!d~Dx!

5K expF2
1

V ( i j j(
r

r jv~r ,DtuN!G L
becauseDx5(DN/V). By inversion, we have, using Eq
~2.10!:

q~x1Dx,Dtux!

5E exp~ i j.Dx!expFVDtHMS x,2
i j

V D G dj

~2p!s

5S V

2p D sE exp@V~ i j,Dx!1DtHM~x,2 i j!#dj.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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For large V, this is estimated by the saddle poi
method. The main contribution corresponds to critical po
in j of the exponent:

Dxi5Dt
]HM~x,j!

]j i
,

so that, up to prefactors

q~x1Dx,Dtux!;expF2VLMS x,
Dx

Dt DDt G ~2.12!

whereLM(x,ẋ) is the Lagrangian associated toHM @andj is
such thatẋ j5(]HM /]j j )#. This is similar to the Feynman
path integral.12 Equation ~2.12! shows that the transition
probability is in the form of a standard path integra
Namely, the weight of a trajectory is the exponential

expS 2VE
0

t

L@x~s!,ẋ~s!#dsD up to prefactors. ~2.13!

In Appendix B, we prove that Eq.~2.12! for the transition
probability is consistent with the large volume asymptotic
the stationary state. In Part I, we have seen that the statio
state is up to prefactors:

p~x!;exp@2VF~x!#, ~2.14!

whereF is a solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation:

HM~x,¹F!50.

Then, up to prefactor, one has

E q~x8,Dtux!p~x!dx;p~x8!.

Notice also that Eq.~2.12! is also consistent, because w
proved in Part I that the LagrangianLM is positive.

D. Interpretation: Typical paths in the large volume
limit

Equations~2.5! and~2.12! have the same structure. The
say that in the large volume limit, the infinitesimal transitio
probability of an eventx→x8 in time Dt, is exp$2VL@x,(x8
2x/Dt)Dt#% whereL is the Lagrangian of the correspondin
theory. This means that a typical trajectory in the state sp
of concentrationsx, will minimize the Lagrangian action an
will be thex part of a path@x(s),j(s)# satisfying the Hamil-
tonian equations of the corresponding Hamiltonian:

ẋ j5
]H

]j j
j̇ j52

]H

]xi
.

This also implies, that in the large volume limit, th
stochasticity is confined to the choice of the initial momen
j j , which will be the cause of the evolution of thexj .

III. A SINGLE CHEMICAL SPECIES: EXACT AND
APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

A. The Master equation and its adjoint for exit times

In this section, we consider the situation of a uniq
chemical species. Letn be the number of particles,V the
volume. The system evolves by transitionsn→n61 with
Downloaded 22 Jan 2004 to 152.66.105.22. Redistribution subject to A
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probabilitiesW6(n) ~per unit time!. Let D5@aV,bV# be an
interval of integers andTD(n) for n in D, the average of the
first exit time ofD, the stochastic process starting at time
from n. It is well known17 that TD(n) satisfies the adjoint
equation of the master equation, with second member21,
namely,

H W1~n!@TD~n11!2TD~n!#1W2~n!

@TD~n21!2TD~n!#521

TD~n!50 for n outside D

. ~3.1!

Let us assume that the boundary pointaV is absorbing
and thatbV is reflecting. One can find an exact formula f
the solution of Eq.~3.1!17

TD~n!5 (
m5aV

n

w~m! (
p5m

bV
1

W2~p!w~p!

~3.2!

w~p!5 )
l 5p

bV
W1~ l !

W2~ l !
.

Equation ~3.2! has a large volume limit. We callx
5(n/V), dx5V21; so that forx in the intervalD5@a,b#,
W6(n)5Vw6(x) and we obtain the continuum limit:

TD~x!5VE
a

x

dyE
y

b dz

W2~z!
expS VE

y

z

log
w1~x8!

w2~x8!
dx8D .

~3.3!

B. Approximate solutions „simple domains …

We assume thatD5@a,b# contains a unique attractin
point xs of the vector fieldA(x)5w1(x)2w2(x). In Eq.
~3.3!, the maximum of the argument in the exponential
obtained fory5a, z5xs , and up to a prefactor

TD~x!;exp@VF~auxs!#, ~3.4!

where

F~xuy!5E
y

x

log
w2~x8!

w1~x8!
dx8. ~3.5!

We notice immediately thatF(auxs).0 becausew1

.w2 on @a,xs# ~and w1,w2 on @xs ,b#.! Then, TD(x)
does not depend onx in Eq. ~3.4!.

As a comparison, we could use the Fokker–Planck eq
tion associated to the Master equation.1,2 In that case we
should solve

S A~x!
]

]x
1

1

2V
D~x!

]2

]x2DTD
~FP!~x!521

~3.6!

TD
~FP!~a!50

d

dx
TD

~FP!~b!50,

whereA5w12w2 , D5w11w2 . We obtain

TD
~FP!~x!52VE

a

x

dyE
y

b dz

D~z!
expS VE

y

z 2A

D
~x8!dx8D ,

which can be approximated up to prefactor by
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TD
~FP!~x!;expS VE

a

xs 2A~x8!

D~x8!
dx8D . ~3.7!

If we compare the asymptotic results given by Eqs.~3.4!
and ~3.5!, we see that

TD

TD
~FP! ;expH VE

a

xsF logS 11A/D

12A/D D2
2A

D Gdx8J , ~3.8!

which is exponentially large with respect to the volume.
We can also consider the eigenvalue problems

L* f 15l1f 1 ; R* f 1
~FP!5l1

~FP!f 1
~FP!

with L* the adjoint operator of the master equation andR*
the adjoint operator of the Fokker–Planck equation@see Eq.
~2.8!#. Because these eigenvalues are

l1;
1

TD

we see that

l1

l1
~FP! ;exp~2VC!, ~3.9!

whereC is a certain positive constant.
This means that the Fokker–Planck approximation ov

estimates the velocity of the rate process, here the rate
crossing a barrier, with respect to the more exact Ma
equation.1,2

C. Qualitative discussion of the typical trajectory

The typical trajectory of the stochastic process ass
ated to the Master equation or the Fokker–Planck equa
can be described as follows. Essentially, the evolution of
particle numbern is submitted to the ‘‘force’’ exerted by the
deterministic fieldA(x), which is attracting towardsxs , and
by a diffusion force. The main contribution to the calculati
of TD(x) comes from trajectories joining pointx in D to
point a, in large times. By the results of Sec. II, these traje
tories are close to Hamiltonian trajectories~either for the
Hamiltonians HM or HFP). For finite times, by Kurtz
theorem1,18 such a trajectory is, however, close to the det
ministic trajectory, and so goes fromx to a small neighbor-
hood ofxs . At that point, Kurtz’s theorem is no longer valid
and we must follow the reasoning in Ref. 1. The trajecto
finally returns to pointa; following essentially the antideter
ministic trajectory~here this means the reverse of the det
ministic trajectory froma to xs). We shall see, in Sec. IV
that this gives back Eqs.~3.4! or ~3.9!.

For example, ifA(x)52ax(a.0), and D is a con-
stant, the equation of motion forHFP52axp1 1

2Dp2 are:

ẋ52ax1Dp, ṗ5ap.

The trajectory which goes fromx(0).0 at s50, to x at
s5t, is

x~s!5x~0!e2as1~x2x~0!e2at!
shas

shat
.

When x(0)e2at,x, this trajectory starts atx(0), goes
toward 0, reaches a minimumxm;2Axx(0)e2at/2 ~so xm
Downloaded 22 Jan 2004 to 152.66.105.22. Redistribution subject to A
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tends to 0 whent→`! and goes towardsx. In a sense, when
t→`, the trajectory loses more and more time around 0~see
also Appendix B in Ref. 1 for a complete discussion!.

D. Complex domains

We consider the more complex case whereD5@a,b#
contains more than one zero of the vector fieldA ~again with
absorbing boundary condition ata, and reflecting atb!.

Equations~3.3! and ~3.6! are still valid and exact. As
previously we denote

FM~x!5Ex

log
w2

w1 dx8 or FFP~x!52Ex 2A

D
dx8

~3.10!

so thatF is a solution of the corresponding Hamilton–Jaco
equationHM50 or HFP50. In both cases, from Eqs.~3.3!
and ~3.6!, and up to prefactors, we have

TD~x!;expH V max
a<y<x
y<z<b

@F~y!2F~z!#J . ~3.11!

Then it is easily seen that, according to the position ofx with
respect to the extrema ofF, TD(x) has different expression
which may or not depend onx ~Appendix D!.

IV. EXIT TIMES AND RATE CONSTANTS

We shall now extend the previous results about exit ti
to then-dimensional case.

A. Definition

We consider the situation of Sec. II A, in the large vo
ume limit, so that we define the state space as the spac
concentrationsxi5(ni /V). We shall treat together the case
of the Fokker–Planck dynamics or the Master dynamics.
D be a certain domain in the space of concentrations and
a stochastic trajectory, starting fromx in D, let tD the first
exit time of D. The distribution probability oftD and the
average exit time are

tD~x,t !5prob~ tD.tuX~0!5x! ~4.1!

TD~x!5^tDuX~0!5x&52E
0

`

t
]

]t
tD~x,t !dt. ~4.2!

It is well known17 that

H ]tD

]t
5L* tD

tDu t5051,tD50 on ]D
, ~4.3!

whereL* is the adjoint operator~of the Fokker–Planck or of
the Master operatorL!.

We consider the eigenvaluesln of L in D with absorbing
conditions on]D, ordered by decreasing order~they are
negative!, andwn ~resp.un! the corresponding eigenvecto
of L ~resp.L* !

Lwn5lnwn , L* un5lnun . ~4.4!

The eigenvectors are normalized so that

E
D

un~x!wm~x!dx5dnm .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Then,

d~x2x0!5(
n

wn~x!un~x0!.

Call pD(t,xux0)dx the probability that the processx(t)
is in dx at time t, without having left the domainD during
@0,t#, knowing that it starts fromx0 at t50

pD~ t,xux0!dx5prob@x~ t !Pdx,t<tDux~0!5x0#,

so that

pD~ t,xux0!5 (
n>1

elntwn~x!un~x0!, ~4.5!

tD~x0 ,t !5 (
n>1

elntun~x0!E
D

wn~x!dx, ~4.6!

and finally

TD~x0!52(
n

un~x0!

ln
E

D
wn~x!dx. ~4.7!

B. Estimation of tD , l1 , TD „simple domain …

We recall that the deterministic vector fieldA(x) is de-
fined as

Ai~x!5(
r

r iwr~x!.

In this section, we shall assume thatD contains only one
attracting pointxs of A and no other zero ofA ~except per-
haps on the boundary ofD!.

In Appendix C, we shall sketch the proof that fo
largeV,

TD~x!;expFV min
yP]D

F~yuxs!G , ~4.8!

again up to a prefactor, andF(xuxs) is the nonconstant regu
lar solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation in the who
state space which vanishes atxs :

HM~x,¹F!50
~4.9!

F~xsuxs!50.

We have proved in Ref. 1 that the functionF(xuxs) is
unique. In particular,TD(x) is independent ofx ~up to a
prefactor!. Clearly, the prefactor is such thatTD(x) should
tend to zero forx near the boundary ofD, but we are unable
to give the form of this prefactor.

Then, from Eq.~4.7!, we see that

u1~x!;K, ~4.10!

whereK is an absolute constant~up to prefactor!.
However, because*Dw1(x)u1(x)dx51 because of our

normalization condition, we see from Eq.~4.7! that

2l1;
1

TD~x!
;expS 2V min

yP]D
F~yuxs! D ~4.11!

and that

tD~x,t !;exp~l1t !. ~4.12!
Downloaded 22 Jan 2004 to 152.66.105.22. Redistribution subject to A
The estimations of Eqs.~4.10!–~4.12! rely on the usual
hypothesis that the eigenvaluel1 is well separated from the
other eigenvaluesl2 , l3

The estimation of the first eigenvalue in Eq.~4.9! has
been given by several authors for the case of Fokker–Pla
dynamics.15,16 We notice that the proof given in Ref. 16 i
not logically consistent, although the result is correct~see
Appendix C!.

C. Estimation of tD , l1 , TD „complex domains …

In this section, we shall assume that the domainD may
contain several critical points ofF, besides a stable pointxs .
We shall see that the mean exit time may depend on
starting point. The estimation ofTD(x) is based on the fol-
lowing fact: the contribution toTD(x) does not necessarily
come from the trajectories starting fromx and leavingD,
which have the highest probability, but also from the tim
taken by these trajectories to leaveD. So a trajectory with the
highest probability may leaveD immediately and will not
contribute to the calculation ofTD while a trajectory of ex-
ponentially small weight could take an exponentially lo
time to leaveD and therefore have a large contribution
TD . The balance between the probable weight of a traject
and the time taken by that trajectory to leaveD is exactly
what will contribute toTD . The explications of the results in
this section are explained in the Appendix.~a! D contains
only a single stable zero and a single unstable zero of A

We call xs ~resp.xu! the stable zero~resp. the unstable
zero! of A which are inD. We shall assume thatD is the
union of two domains

D5D~xs!øD~xs8!, ~4.13!

whereD(xs) andD(xs8) are the intersections ofD with the
basins of attraction ofxs and xs8 . Herexs8 is another stable
zero ofA which is not inD, so thatxs8 is not in D(xs8). As
usual, we denoteF(xuxs) the smooth solution of Eq.~4.9!.
In Appendix D, we prove that

l1;expS 2V min
yP]D~xs!

F~yuxs! D ~4.14!

and that

~i! for xPD(xs):

TD~x!;TD~xs!~xs!;expS V min
yP]D~xs!

F~yuxs! D
~4.15!

u1~x!;0~1!.

~ii ! For xPD(xs8):

TD~x!;expS VFF~xuxs!2F~xuuxs!1 min
yP]D~xs!

F~yuxs!G D
~4.16!

u1~x!;exp$V@F~xuxs!2F~xuuxs!#%. ~4.17!

~b! D contains two stable zeroes and a single unstable z
of A.

Again we write Eq.~4.13!, but nowD(xs8) containsxs8
and we assume thatF(xs8uxs).0. Each domainD(xs) or
D(xs8) has its own eigenvalue calculated as in Sec. IV
namely,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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l1@D~xs!#5expS 2V min
yP]D~xs!

F~yuxs! D , ~4.18!

l1@D~xs8!#5expS 2V min
yP]D~xs8!

F~yuxs! D . ~4.19!

Moreover by the unicity ofF one has

F~xuxs8!5F~xuxs!1F~xsuxs8!. ~4.20!

The full discussion of the mean exit times is given
Appendix E. It depends on the position of the levels
F(xuxs) and on the fact that the minima in Eqs.~4.18! and
~4.19! are attained on]D or on the common boundar
]D(xs)ù]D(xs8).

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have given a path integral formulati
of the Hamilton–Jacobi theory of the Master equation, fo
general nonequilibrium reaction-diffusion system. T
Hamilton–Jacobi theory is obtained as a large volume
proximation of the exact Master equation. Moreover,
have given exact asymptotic results for a system with
chemical species and we have shown that the Fokker–Pl
approximation of the Master equation leads to errors for
rate constants which are exponential with respect to the
ume. This should not come as a surprise, because it is c
that the Fokker–Planck approximation of the Master eq
tion does not treat correctly the evolution which occurs
from the stable macroscopic stationary state.1 Finally, we
have given formulas for the eigenvalue and the mean
times, up to prefactor, in the generaln-dimensional case. In
this situation, the topology of the deterministic vector fie
and of the information potentialF plays a significant role, as
in shown in Sec. IV.
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APPENDIX A: BIRTH AND DEATH PROCESSES AS
POISSON PROCESSES

Let E be a set of possible events~in our situation it is the
set of all possible transitionsr 5$r i%! andS5E3R1. If m is
a positive measure onS, we define a Poisson measurev on S
as the datav(A) of a random variable, for each subsetA of S
with the following properties:

~i! if A1 ,...,Al are disjoints subsets,v(A1),...,v(Al )
are independent random variables;~ii ! the assignmentA
→v(A) is a measure on the subsets ofS; ~iii ! v~A! is a
Poisson variable with distribution probability:

prob@v~A!5n!5exp~2m~A!#
m~A!n

n!
,

so that^v(A)&5m(A).
The interpretation is thatv(X3@ t0 ,t1#) for X,E, is the

number of events of typeX occurring in the time interva
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@ t0 ,t1#. It is easy to see that the joint Laplace transform
v(A1),...,v(An) for A1 ,...,An disjoint subsets ofS is

K expS (
r 51

n

a rv~Ar !D L 5)
r 51

n

exp@m~Ar !~ear21!#.

~A1!

In our case, if$r i% is a possible transition andDt is a
small time interval, we definev($r i%,DtuN) whereN is the
state of the chemical system, as the total number of tra
tions of typer occurring in the time intervalDt when the
system is in stateN. This stochastic number of transitions o
type r is a Poisson variable such that its average is

^v~r ,DtuN!&5m~r ,DtuN![Wr~N!Dt. ~A2!

It is then clear that the evolution of the stateN(t) is given by
Eq. ~2.8!. Notice that this is a stochastic integral equatio
becauseN(s) appears on the right-hand side of the equati

It is now easy to verify Eq.~2.10!, using Eq.~A1!. We
define Ar5$r %3Dt as a subset ofS5E3R1 and a r

5( i r ij i , so that

L5expS (
r

Wr~N!Dt@exp~a r !21# D ,

which is Eq.~2.10!, up to changes of notations.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF EQ. „2.14…

Using Eqs.~2.12! and ~2.13!, the integral to be calcu-
lated is

E expH 2VFF~x!1LMS x,
x82x

Dt DDt G J dx. ~B1!

For large V, the main contribution is obtained from
pointsxc such that

]

]xi
F~xc!52Dt

]L

]xi
S xc ,

x82xc

Dt D1
]L

] ẋi
S xc ,

x82xc

Dt D .

~B2!

Obviously,x8 being fixed,xc2x8 must be of order

x82xc; ẋiDt ~B3!

for a certain finiteẋc , so that the last term in Eq.~B2! stays
finite, then the first term is negligible and

]F

]xi
~xc!;

]L

] ẋi
~xc ,ẋc!. ~B4!

This equation defines¹F as the conjugate momentum o
xc at velocity ẋc , but we know thatHM@xc ,¹F(xc)#50
which means, using the definition ofHM in term L and Eq.
~B4!, that

ẋc¹F~xc!5L~xc ,ẋc!. ~B5!

Now we compute the value atxc of the exponent in the
integral Eq.~B1!. Using Eqs.~B3!–~B5!, we get

F~xc!1L~xc1 ẋc!Dt5F~xc!1@ ẋc¹F~xc!#Dt

5F~xc!1~x82xc!¹F~xc!;F~x8!

so that the integral Eq.~B1! is exp@2VF(x8)#.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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APPENDIX C: MEAN EXIT TIME FROM A SIMPLE
DOMAIN

In this Appendix C, we sketch a proof of Eq.~4.8!. A
detailed argument will be provided in a future publicatio
Obviously, we cannot use the method given in Sec.
which relied on the fact that the adjoint of the Master eq
tion could be solved exactly. In particular, the exact form
of Eq. ~3.3! looks formally as a path integral, except th
there is only one path.

~i! Notations:
We use the notations of Sec. II. The state of the sys

is given by pointsx5$xi%, i 51,...,s wherexi5(ni /V). The
transitionx→x1r /V ~wherer 5$r i%! has a certain rate

Wr~x!5Vwr~x!,

andm is possible asr.
In the state space, we have a certain domainD. We call

the boundaryD, and denote]D, the set of pointsx which are
not in D, as there is anr with x2r /VPD andWr(x)Þ0. The
boundary ofD is formed from the points not inD and a
single step transition leads back toD. We call

W~x!5(
r

Wr~x!, u~x!5
1

W~x!
,

~C1!

qr~x!5
Wr~x!

W~x!

When the stochastic processX(t) reaches the statex, it
remains atx during a stochastic timeT such that

prob~T.t !5exp@2W~x!t#,

and then it jumps atx1(r /V) with probability qr(x), u(x)
the mean waiting time atx.

~ii ! A formula for TD(x):
We call TD(x) the mean first exit time fromD of the

stochastic process starting from a pointxPD. It satisfies the
adjoint equation

L* T~x![(
r

Wr~x!FTS x1
r

VD2T~x!G521

~C2!
T~x!50 for x¹D.

We skip the indexD for simplicity. Equation~C2! can be
rewritten using the notations@Eqs.~C1!# for xPD as:

T~x!5u~x!1(
r

qr~x!TS x1
r

VD . ~C3!

Actually, Eq. ~C2! is derived from Eq.~C3!.
If we redefineu andqr outsideD by

u~x!50 qr~x!50 x¹D, ~C4!

Eq. ~C3! will be valid for anyx. Then Eq.~C3! can be iter-
ated: we choose a sequence of transitionr (1),...r (k) and de-
fine a corresponding trajectory$x(1),...,x(k)%:

x~ j !5x1
r ~1!

V
1...1

r ~ j !

V
.

Then, we have
Downloaded 22 Jan 2004 to 152.66.105.22. Redistribution subject to A
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T~x!5u~x!1(
r ~1!

qr ~1!~x!u~x~1!!1...1 (
r ~1!,...,r ~k!

qr ~1!~x!

3qr ~2!~x~1!!...qr ~k!~x~k21!!u~x~k!!1... .

Obviously, the trajectory$x(1),...,x(k)% is to be confined
in D, due to the convention Eq.~C4!. We rewrite the previ-
ous equation as

T~x!5u~x!1 (
x8PD

u~x8!(
k>1

(
r ~1!,...,r ~k!

x~k!5x8

qr ~1!~x!

3qr ~2!~x~1!!...qr ~k!~x~k21!!. ~C5!

The product

qr ~1!~x!qr ~2!~x~1!!...qr ~k!~x~k21!![PD~x~1!,...,x~k!ux!,

~C6!

is the probability that the stochastic processX(t) starting
from x, follows the path$x(1),...,x(k)% in D for the first k
transitions. In Eq. ~C5!, we must sum the quantitie
PD(x(1),...,x(k)ux) for fixed x(k)5x8 in D, over
x(1),...,x(k21). We proceed as follows: A certain trajector
$x(1),...,x(k21),x(k)5x8% hits x8 at x(k), but may hitx8 at
one of the intermediary points$x(1),...,x(k21)%. We call m
>0 the number ofl with 1<l <k21, such thatx(l )5x8.
We can sum over$x(1),...,x(k21)%, first by fixingm, and then

(
x~1!,...,x~k21!

PD~x~1!,...,x~k21!,x~k!5x8ux!

5 (
m>0

(
x~1!...x~k21!

mx~ l ! are x8

PD~x~1!,...,x~k21!,x8ux!

5 (
m>0

PD~x8ux!@PD~x8ux8!#m

5PD~x8ux!@12PD~x8ux8!#21. ~C7!

Here,PD(x8ux) is the total probability of all trajectories
starting from x, namely $x(1),...,xk21,x(k)5x8% which re-
main in D and are such thatx(1),...,x(k21) are all different
from x8. In other words,PD(x8ux) is the probability starting
from x, and the processX(t) hits x8 before hitting]D. Then
12PD(x8ux8)[PD(]Dux8) is the probability that the trajec
tory starting fromx8, hits ]D beforex8. From Eqs.~C5!–
~C7!, we deduce the formula

T~x!5 (
x8PD

u~x8!PD~x8ux!

PD~]Dux8!
. ~C8!

This formula is general and it explains why probabiliti
occur in the denominator, so thatT(x) can become exponen
tially large.

~iii ! Estimation of the formula@Eq. ~C8!#:
In Eq. ~C8!, u andPD(x8ux) are bounded, so, we need

find an estimation ofPD(]Dux8), which is the probability
starting fromx8 that the process hits]D beforex8.

We shall now assume thatD contains only one stable
point xs of the deterministic vector field, which is also
minimum of F ~see, Part I! and thatD is contained within
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the basin of attraction ofxs . From the results of Sec. II, th
typical trajectory starting fromx8PD goes toxs in a finite
time following the deterministric trajectory of the vecto
field A. Along that part of the typical trajectory, the Lagran
ian L is 0, so the weight of that part of the trajectory is 0~1!
and we deduce thatPD(]Dux8) is essentially independent o
x8. We can assume thatx85xs , then the typical trajectory
which starts fromxs and leavesD without reaching back to
xs , is a trajectory which minimizes the Lagrangian action

expS 2VE
0

t

L@x~s!,ẋ~s!#dsD
for the path joiningxs to the boundary ofD, Such a trajec-
tory has been studied in Part I, Sec. IV B and is, as stated
antideterministic trajectory. We have seen that along such
antideterministic trajectoryx̄(s):

dF

ds
5L@ x̄~s!, ẋ̄~s!#,

so that the weight of such a trajectory is exp$2V@F(y)
2F(xs)#% wherey is the end point on]D of the trajectory.
Then, we see that

PD~]Dux8!;expS 2V min
yP]D

F~yuxs! D . ~C9!

Here we show that the usual method to prove the equatio
not consistent.16 The idea is to start from

Lw15l1w1 ~C5!

and integrate onD. The integral ofLw1 reduces to an inte
gral of w1 and its first derivatives on]D and

l1;
*]D~w11first derivatives ofw1!ds

*Dw1dx
.

Then, one uses as a test functionw15exp@2VF(x)# and
we obviously achieve the result of Eq.~4–9! ~becauseF
must be a smooth solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equatio!.
This choice ofw1 is now inconsistent with Eq.~C5! and the
estimation given by Eq.~4.9!, because the calculation o
exp@VF(x)#L$exp@2VF(x)#%, gives a priori a term of 0(V)
which is identically 0 becauseF satisfies Hamilton–Jacob
equation, so it is of order 0~1! with respect toV. So,

L exp@2VF~x!#5exp@2VF~x!#30~1!,

but in any case this cannot be of the typel1 exp@2VF(x)#
wherel1 satisfies Eq.~4.9!.

APPENDIX D: ASYMPTOTIC OF tD, l1 , TD FOR
COMPLEX DOMAIN „ONE STABLE AND
ONE UNSTABLE ZERO OF A…

1. One degree of function

In one dimension, the formula for the exact time is giv
by Eqs.~3.3! or ~3.8! which can be an analyzed exactly an
leads to Eq.~3.13!. The detailed discussion is as follows. W
consider two cases.

Case 1:@a,b# contains only one stable pointxs and one
unstable pointxu of A, with a,xu,xs,b and we assume
F(a).F(xs).
Downloaded 22 Jan 2004 to 152.66.105.22. Redistribution subject to A
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Then, one has:

~ i! if xu,x,xs , TD~x!;exp$V@F~xu!2F~xs!#%,

~ ii ! if a,x,xu , TD~x!;exp$V@F~x!2F~xs!#%.

Case 2:@a,b# contains two stable pointsxs , xs8 and one
unstable pointxu and we assumeF(xu).F(a).F(xs8)
.F(xs):

~ i! xu,x,xs , TD~x!;exp$V@F~xu!2F~xs!#%.

~ii ! a,x,xu . We callx1 the value ofx in @xs8 ,xu# such
that F(x1)5F(a), then

TD~x!;exp$V@F~x!2F~xs!#% x1,x,xu ,

TD~x!;exp$V@F~a!2F~xs!#% a,x,x1 .

We see that the asymptotic formulas for the exit tim
may depend on the exact position ofx in @a,b#. The reason
is the following one. The asymptotic behavior ofTD(x) is
given by the contributions of trajectories starting fromx and
by definition leavingD througha. However, there are two
factors in such a contribution. First, the weight of a certa
trajectory which must be ‘‘maximal’’ in a sense, but alwa
less than one, because it is a probability, and second,
total time spent inD by that trajectory before leavingD
througha. In case 1, whena,x,xu the most probable tra
jectory starts fromx and leavesD by a, following the deter-
ministic trajectory towardsxs8 , but the total time of that tra-
jectory is 0~1!. On the other hand, there is another trajecto
starting from a and coming back in the well ofxs , which has
a very small weight exp2V@F(xu)2F(x)#. This trajectory,
once atxu , rolls down toxs in time 0~1! but needs to return
to a, and so takes time expV@F(xu)2F(ss)# to return toxu .
All other times are smaller. The contribution of this traje
tory to TD is thus:

exp$2V@F~xu!2F~x!#%3exp$V@F~xu!2F~xs!#%

5exp$2V@F~xs!2F~x!#%

which is case 1~ii ! above.

2. Several degrees of freedom

The same method can be applied to several degree
freedom. In this case, we do not have a formula such as E
~3.3! or ~3.8!. The total timeTD(x0) is obtained as a contri
bution of trajectories taking a long time before leavingD
~now at any point on the boundary ofD! but which are the
most probable~or more exactly the most probable amon
improbable!. Still, we must discuss the case of a simple d
main ~Sec. IV B and Appendix C!.

We analyze a typical trajectory which starts fromx0 and
leavesD after a very large timet:

~i! For x0PD(xs).
The typical trajectory starting fromx0 must first leave

D(xs). So, using the results of Appendix C applied to t
domainD(xs), we find: The trajectory starts following th
deterministic path starting fromx0 , to a neighborhood ofxs ;
then goes out fromD(xs) using the antideterministic path, a
a point a which realizes minF(yuxs) on ]D(xs). At that time,
either the trajectory is out ofD, or it is in D(xs8), where it
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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follows the deterministic path towardsxs8 and leavesD out in
a finite amount of time. As a consequence for larget:

tD~x,t !;tD~xs!~xs ,t !, ~D1!

and thel1 of D is D(xs). Moreover, Eq.~4.15! holds@due to
Eqs.~D1!, ~4.2!, and~4.7!#.

~ii ! For x0PD(xs8):
A trajectory starting from a pointx0PD(xs8) cannot

spend a long time inD(xs8) because it can leaveD using the
deterministic path starting fromx0 . Therefore, if we want a
trajectory which stays for a long time inD, it must go back
in D(xs), then lose time aroundxs , and leaveD(xs) as
previously described. So, fortD(xs ,t) should be propor-
tional to the probability to return toD(xs), which is expo-
nentially small and depends onx0. Now, using Eq.~4.6! we
see thatu1(x0) should depend onx0PD(xs8). From Eq.
~4.7!, TD(x0) should also depend onx0 , butTD(x0) satisfies:

L* TD521, ~D2!

so thatTD5exp(VF) whereF satisfies the Hamilton–Jacob
equation~or is a constant!. So finally, if TD is not a constant,
we can write inD(xs8):

u1~x!;exp$V@F~xuxs!1K#%, ~D3!

whereK is a constant which can be obtained by saying t
u1 is as close as possible to its value inD(xs) which is 0~1!;
at least at the pointxu of maximal probability to leaveD(xs8)
throughD(xs), and therefore throughxu , this becomes Eq
~4.17!. Using Eq.~4.7!, we get

TD~x!;l1
21u1~x!,

and using Eq.~4.13!, we recover Eq.~4.16!.

APPENDIX E: ASYMPTOTIC OF tD , l1 , TD FOR
COMPLEX DOMAINS „TWO STABLE ZEROES AND
ONE UNSTABLE ZERO …

The notations in Sec. IV C case b.

a. Both minima in Eqs. „4.18… and „4.19… are attained
on D

We call a ~resp. a8! the points of]Dù]D(xs) @resp.
]Dù]D(xs8)#, where the minima are attained,

~ i! xPD~xs!;

The trajectories contributing toTD(x) start from x,
which live a long time, are of two kinds.

Trajectories which run towardsxs ~probability ;1! and
leaveD througha, on a time scalel1@D(xs)#21. These are
contributed as exp@VF(auxS)#. Trajectories which climb up to
xu ~these have probability;exp$2V@F(xuuxs)2F(xuxs)#% and
leaveD througha8 on a time scalel1@D(xs8#21. These are
contributed as exp$2V@F(xuuxs)2F(xuxs)#%exp@VF(a8uxs8)#.

The largest of these two contributions givesTD(x).
Therefore, we get

if F~a8uxs8!,F~auxs!, TD~x!;exp@VF~auxs!#
~E1!

if F~a8uxs8!.F~auxs!, ~E2!
Downloaded 22 Jan 2004 to 152.66.105.22. Redistribution subject to A
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one defines

D15@xPD~xs!/F~xuxs!2F~xuuxs!

1F~a8uxs8!.F~auxs!#,

for x in D1 , TD~x!;exp$V@F~a8uxs8!

1F~xuxs!2F~xuuxs!#%,
~E3!

for x in D~xs!\D1 , TD~x!;exp@VF~auxs!#.

~ ii ! xPD~xs8!.

The discussion is entirely parallel:

if F~a8uxs8!.F~auxs!, TD~x!;exp@VF~a8uxs8!#,

~E4!

if F~a8uxs8!,F~auxs!, ~E5!

we define

D185@xPD~xs8!/F~xuxs!2F~xuuxs!1F~auxs!

.F~a8uxs8!#,

for x in D18 , TD~x!;exp$V@F~auxs!

1F~xuxs!2F~xuuxs!#%
~E6!

for x in D~xs8!\D18 , TD~x!;exp@VF~a8uD18!#.

b. Min F„x zx s… in D„x s… is attained at a and
min F„x8zxs8… on D„x s8… is attained at x u

~ i! xPD~xs!:

The two contributions originate from trajectories leavin
D(xs) through a@contribution expVF(auxs)], from trajecto-
ries leavingD(xs) throughxu ~probability exp$2V@F(xuuxs)
2F(xuxs)#%) and then leavingD(xs8) through xu in a time
exp@VF(xsuxs8)# and finally leavingD(xs) througha in a time
exp@VF(auxS)#. The contribution is:

exp$2V@F~xuuxs!2F~xuxs!#%

3$exp@VF~xuuxs8!#1exp@VF~auxs!#%

if

F~xuuxs8!,F~auxs!, TD~x!;exp@VF~auxs!#, ~E7!

if

F~xuuxs8!.F~auxs!, ~E8!

we define

D15@xPD~xs!/F~xuxs!1F~xuuxs8!

2F~xuuxs!.F~auxs!#

if

xPD1 , TD~x!;exp$V@F~xuxs!2F~xs8uxs!#%

if

xPD~xs!\D1 , TD~x!;exp@VF~auxs!#. ~E9!

~ ii ! xPD~xs8!:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The typical trajectory leavesD(xs8) through xu and
D(xs) through a

TD~x!;exp~VF~xuuxs8!!1exp@VF~auxs!#. ~E10!

Note thatTD(x) is made as smooth as possible in t
entire domainD, i.e., with a continuous transition atxu .

c. min F„xzxs… on D„x s… is attained at x u and
min F„xzxs8… on D„x s8… is attained at a8

~ i! xPD~xs!:

TD~x!;exp@VF~xuuxs!#,
~E11!

@becauseF~a8uxs8!,F~xuuxs!#.

~ ii ! xPD~xs8!:

Call

D185@xPD~xs8!/F~xuxs8!2F~xuuxs8!

1F~xuuxs!.F~a8uxs8!#.

If

xPD18 TD~x!;exp$2V@F~xuuxs8!

2F~xuxs8!2F~xuuxs!#% ~E12!

xPD~xs8!\D1 , TD~x!;exp@VF~a8uxs8!#. ~E13!

d. Both minima in Eqs. „4.18… and „4.19… are attained
at x u

Call b the minimum ofF(xuxs) on ]D and suppose tha
b is ]D(xs). Then as in Appendix C, we have
Downloaded 22 Jan 2004 to 152.66.105.22. Redistribution subject to A
ul1u;exp@2VF~auxs!#, ~E14!

TD~x!;exp@2VF~auxs!#.

The reason for this is that the trajectory wanders
tween the two basins of attraction throughxu and the first
eigenstates are thenw1;exp@2VF(xuxs)# @if F(xs8uxs)>0#
so that one can apply the method of Appendix C.
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